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Imperial
8 Year Guarantee

8 year guarantee on all mattresses purchased with a recommended divan base.

Divan

Mattress
The Imperial 1400 mattress has incorporated 1400 individual
pocket springs that are designed to provide firmer luxury
support, an elegant mattress upholstered with copious amounts
of cotton, cashmere, lambswool and silk. Together they will
keep you comfortable throughout the night and help you get a
good night’s sleep.


Tension options. Soft, Medium or Firm



1400 pocket springs (based on a 5ft mattress)



Pocket spring system is the best system for support
and to avoid roll together. Pocket springs move
independently and so provide the best postural
support. The individual pocket springs follow and
support your body shape and weight.



M-Pure treated mattress fabric, it is a natural fire
resistant treated fabric. This non chemical FR
treatment uses biologically based ingredients that
make it bio-degradable, environmentally friendly and
100% sustainable.



Both sides can be used prolonging the life of the
product. Turnover and rotate your mattress once a
week for the first 3 months and then once a month
thereafter.



Hand tufted with wool tufts. This traditional skill
ensures all loose fillings are secured to provide the
perfect finish to your mattress.

Recommended Base Options –








Firm Edge Sprung Divan – 4 drawers, 2
drawers or no drawer options available.
Padded Top Ottoman Base – An ingenious
mechanism, using gas rams, assists with
opening the ottoman when accessing your
stored items.
Padded Top Divan – 4 drawers, 2 drawers or
no drawer option.
Wide choice of divan base fabrics.
Matching headboards available.
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